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VMware Validated Design:
Consolidated Management and Workload SDDC
The World Wide Technology Advanced Technology Center (ATC) is a
collaborative ecosystem to design, build, demonstrate, educate and
deploy innovative technology products and integrated solutions for
World Wide Technology (WWT) customers, partners and employees
around the globe.
Using the latest data center, collaboration, security and networking
technology, WWT engineers simplify the complex by designing and
integrating systems to solve business and technical challenges facing
large public and private organizations.

KEY FEATURES
• $100M in technology infrastructure
• More than 100 racks of equipment
• More than 5 0 integrated systems
demonstrations
• Hands-on Solution Showcase
Center
• 1.3 million sq. ft. of secure staging
and integration space

OFFERINGS
•
•
•
•
•

Proofs of concept
Comparative analyses
Reference architectures
Early field trials
Integrated systems
demonstrations
• Product demonstrations
• Research notes

Abstract: Virtualized data center environments typically use
six or more virtual machine (VM) hosts (i.e., physical servers)
dedicated to running NSX, vRealize Automation (vRA)
appliances, vRealize Orchestrator (vRO) and other
management functions.
However, for smaller installation environments (for example a
seven host/700 VM environment), it is unrealistic to use six VM
hosts solely to handle management duties. WWT and VMware
were therefore interested in testing the ability to run 500 and
1000 virtual machines using just four VM host servers.
WWT’s testing confirmed that using VMware technology, smaller IT
environments (for example, SMBs as well as enterprise DevOps or QA
teams) can have a functioning private cloud with just four VM host
servers.

SO F T W A RE- D EF IN E D
DATA CENTER
Self-Service

This engagement sought to first
test a 500 VM design and then
scale to a 1,000 VM design
using a four host consolidated
management and workload
SDDC.
The design incorporated
vRealize Operations, vRealize
Automation, vRealize Log
Insight, and vRealize Business
cloud management, with SDS
management provided by
vSphere, NSX, and VSAN. The
test was run on a Dell
PowerEdge FX converged
infrastructure within WWT’s
Advanced Technology Center.
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
Component

Quantity

(8) Dell PowerEdge FC630 Servers

8

Each FC630 contains:
Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz
32GB DDR-4 at 2400 MHz
Intel 800GB MLC 6Gbps SSD
H730P SlimPERC Controller
Intel X710 Dual Port,10GB Network Daughter Card
16GB SD Card

2
8 (256GB total per host)
8
1
1
1

TEST PARAMETERS
Testing consisted of using a Windows 2012 R2 template with 2 vCPU,
4GB RAM and 40GB disk drive. The template contained the stress test
tools Pressure, Test limit, IOBlazer and iPerf3 to stress CPU, memory,
disk and network respectively. These tools are configured to start
automatically after VM power-on and to continue indefinitely.
TEST CASE 1 • 4 NODE / 500 VMS
Provision 500 VMs at 100% workload for 4 Node Environment
In our initial testing we found that we were limited to approximately 267
VMs when using VSAN without the deduplication and compression feature
enabled. This was due to using RAID1 configuration and exhausting the
available VSAN storage. To remove this restriction, we enabled
deduplication and compression and found that we were able to achieve
storage reduction of approximately 600%. We then tested the four node
environment once more and were able to provision over 500 VMs before
we exhausted the host memory available. We found in both of these tests
that we were only limited by the amount of hardware resources available
and that the SDDC management components and vRealize Automation
components were able to continuing operating without issue.
TEST CASE 2 • 8 NODE / 1000 VMS
Provision 1000 VMs at 100% workload for 8 Node Environment
We tested an eight node configuration with deduplication and compression
enabled on VSAN and were able to manager over 1,000 powered-on VMs.
As with Test Case 1 we found that we were limited by the amount of host
memory available in the cluster. The SDDC management components and
vRealize Automation components were able to continuing operating
without issue.

